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Exploring the Benefits of Design/Build
vs. Traditional Plan-and-Spec

Design/build is a system of project delivery in which a contractor is
retained to deliver a complete project, from design to completion.
This is in contrast to traditional plan-and-spec projects (also known
as design/bid/build) in which an owner contracts with separate
entities for the design and construction of a project.

Projects delivered using the design/build system offer a number of
advantages over plan-and-spec projects.  First, design/build projects
provide a sole source of accountability, which eliminates all-too-
common adversarial relationships and finger-pointing that can occur
between design professionals and contractors. Collaboration and
teamwork between owner and contractor are improved, allowing
for a smoother, more efficient process, as well as better engineering
and faster project delivery.

Design/build projects are more
cost-effective than plan-and-
spec. Clients benefit from
accurate early-stage pricing due
to close client/contractor
collaboration and the elimination
of change orders that frequently
occur on plan-and-spec projects.
Because design and construction can be overlapped, bidding periods
and redesign time are eliminated. This also allows for purchases to
be made early on in the design phase, a major plus when it comes
to long-lead items.

PJM’s 30 years of experience and design capabilities allow us to
offer highest-quality design/build services. Each of our
design/build projects is built to budget while providing clients with
a wide range of options tailored to their specific needs.  PJM is a
full-service contractor, offering complete range of services that
include HVAC, plumbing, controls, ductwork, and fire protection
service and installation, which fit hand-in-glove with our
design/build program.

For more information on design/build and how we can help you,
please call PJM president Pat Mosner at 609-921-1394.

By Pat Mosner
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Shown above are clean steam humidifier wands with
bag filters for a clean room. Below, a new hospital
humidification system is ready for startup.
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Hot water reheat provides final tempera-
ture adjustment for comfort cooling. While
air handlers usually provide 55°F discharge
air temperature and reheat the air temper-
ature to maintain space conditions at 68°F
to 72°F, reheat hot water is set at approxi-
mately 140°F. Besides temperature, water
flow regulation is critical for heat transfer.
Here, circuit setters have been balanced to
provide the needed flow to maintain space
conditions within desired range.

Cooling towers play an important role in a
chiller plant’s function by rejecting heat.
Proper fan speed provides the evaporative
cooling required for return condenser water
to the chillers. Fan belt tension and align-
ment and vibration monitoring are critical to
ensure proper airflow and fan performance.
If a cooling tower fan fails, the chiller plant
can go down, resulting in loss of cooling.
Above, a cooling tower fan has been aligned
and adjusted to proper tension.

PJM Completes Total-Care Chiller Plant Project
PJM recently completed a chiller plant
construction project at a New Jersey
campus, serving as the sole source of
responsibility from foundation to
operation. Here, all underground pipe has
been completed with slab on grade and is
ready for equipment placement.

Here, a team member secures bolts in a
control valve on a section of the chilled
water manifold.  PJM provided all of the
building automation system controls and
coordinated all field temperature sensors,
flow control/DP, VFD controls, and
programming and functional testing for a
fully-operational chiller plant.

PJM used BIM 3D modeling and Trimble rapid
positioning technology (RPS), HVAC, plumbing,
piping, and electrical conduits to coordinate with all
approved equipment cuts, mapping their precise
placement in the field with laser accuracy. In this
photo, PJM is in the process of roughing in drainage
piping.

The new chiller plant lines were thoroughly
pressure tested, flushed, and cleaned
before being tied into the existing campus
chilled water system.  Determining the
precise location of the tie-in points and
scheduling the tie-in were important to
minimize disruption to existing plant
operations.

Here, the completed central utility
plant, with cooling towers located
directly above the chillers, in
operation. This fast-tracked project
was unique in that PJM performed
all of the work, from foundation on
up, including doors, railings and
stairs, cooling towers, controls,
start-up, and water balancing. The
project was successfully executed
on-time and on-budget.
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HVAC Service Technician
Doug Williams

This issue of the PJM Pipeline we are focusing
on standout HVAC service technician Doug
Williams, who joined PJM in June 2013.

Doug has fourteen years’ experience and
training in the installation, service and
maintenance of a wide range of industrial and
commercial HVAC equipment, including
Mitsubishi Slim series and CITY MULTI units,
Fujitsu ductless split systems and VRF
equipment, Sanyo ductless split systems, and
Liebert Mini-Mates. He is highly
knowledgeable in building system controls,
as well, including those manufactured by
Carrier, Johnson, Siebe and Honeywell.

Doug and his wife, Dana, live in Bayville, NJ
with their two boys, Liam, 3, and Landon, 5
months. He is an avid outdoorsman who
enjoys golfing, hiking, camping, surfing, and
swimming.
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Heat-Related Illness:
Prevention, Symptoms, and How to Treat It
Heat-related illness can take a dangerous toll on our bodies and our health.
With NOAA predicting summer temperatures well above the average for
much of the Northeast, workers and employers should be aware of the
signs of heat stress and how to prevent it.

Heat-related illness encompasses a range of
symptoms and conditions that include heat
rashes, heat cramps, heat syncope (fainting), heat
exhaustion, and life-threatening heat stroke.
People who work outdoors and in hot
environments are particularly susceptible to heat

stress, and wearing PPE can further increase the risk.

Prevent heat illness by gradually ramping up to heavy work and planning
the most demanding work for the coolest part of the day when possible.
Rehydrate frequently, before you get
thirsty, drinking at least 16 oz. of cool
water or sports drinks each hour. Wear
breathable, lightweight, light-colored,
loose-fitting clothing. If it becomes
saturated, change into dry clothing, as
wet clothing can limit your ability to
evaporate sweat to dissipate excessive
heat. Take frequent breaks in a shaded
or cool area when temperatures and humidity are particularly high.

Recognize the signs of heat stroke and heat exhaustion

Heat stroke is an extremely serious condition that occurs when the body’s
temperature regulating system fails and body temperature rises to critical
levels. Usually preceded by heat exhaustion, heat stroke should always be
treated as a life-threatening medical emergency. Symptoms include
confusion, loss of consciousness, seizures, very high body temperature,
and hot dry skin or profuse sweating. If a worker shows signs of heat
stroke, call 911 immediately.  Move them to a shaded, cool area and
remove outer clothing. Apply cold packs or wet cloths all over the body, or
soak the clothing with cold water, and circulate the air to speed cooling.

Heat exhaustion symptoms include headache, nausea, dizziness, weakness
or lack of coordination, irritability, thirst, heavy sweating, elevated body
temperature, and decreased urine output. If you or a coworker show signs
of heat exhaustion, immediately move to a shaded or cool area. Drink water
or sports drinks, remove unnecessary clothing including shoes and socks,
and apply cool water or cold compresses to the head, neck and face. If the
worker is unable to drink, or if symptoms don’t improve within 30 minutes,
seek medical attention.

JOIN THE PJM TEAM!
PJM is seeking experienced HVAC Service
Technicians to join our busy, growing company.
We offer excellent benefits and great pay to
qualified candidates. Interested? Please call
Ricky Folk at 609-921-1394 .


